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Vizafrica Conference

5TH-7TH FEB, 2024

HELD AT: AICAD, KENYA

CALLING ALL INNOVATORS AND DATA ENTHUSIASTS!!!! JOIN VIZAFRICA 2024

What's Inside:
- Data Management
- AI & Machine Learning
- Robotic Process Automation
- Data Analytics
- Data Visualization
- Internet of Things

Highlights:
- Present Your Work
- Fast Proposal Review (3 Days)
- Networking Opportunities
- Summer School Training
- CODATA Data Science Journal

Summer school
29TH Jan-2ND FEB, 2024

Excurision
3RD- 4TH FEB, 2024

Contact: info@datatin.net

Speakers
- PROF. MULIARO WAFULA
- DR. BONIFACE AKUKU
- DR. LAWRENCE NDERU
- MS. BONNIE C CARROLL
- MR. JOEL ONDITI
- DR. TSHIANG MOTSHEGAWA
- MS. JOY OWANGO
- PROF. DOMINIC BYARUBAGA
- PROF. TARO ARIKAWA
- MR. PAUL MABONGA
- PROF. ANTHONY RODRIGUES
- DR. PHILOMEN NAMASAKA
- PROF. DAISY SELEMSTSELA
- DR. AUDREY MASIZANA
- DR. JOHN KINYURU
- PROF. YUAN XIAORU
- PROF. JIANHUI LI

Summer school
29TH Jan-2ND FEB, 2024

Excursion
3RD- 4TH FEB, 2024

Contact: info@datatin.net
REGISTRATION: https://vizafrica.jkuat.ac.ke

**Speakers**

**PROF. MULIARO WAFULA**
Professor Dept. of Computing, JKUAT & Lead Scientist AOSP EA Node (KENYA)

**DR. AUDREY MASIZANA**
Senior Lecturer Computer Science- University of Botswana (BOTSWANA)

**DR. JOHN KINYURU**
Food Scientist & Deputy Director AICAD (KENYA)

**PROF. JIANHUI LI**
Director CSTCloud (CHINA)

**BONNIE C CARROLL**
Chair, CODATA National Committee (USA)

**DR. ABRAHAM KORIR**
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (KENYA)

**CHIEF GUEST**

**DR. TSHIAMO MOTSHEGAWA**
Director AOSP (SOUTH AFRICA)

**PROF. DAISY SELEMSTSELA**
Vice President CODATA International (SOUTH AFRICA)

**PROF. TARO ARIKAWA**
Professor Chuo University (JAPAN)
VIZAFRICA 2024!

is your stage to shine! Share your insights, present your work, and connect with a global audience. Selected presenters can even contribute to the prestigious CODATA Data Science Journal!!

GUIDELINES: We recommend that the abstract be 600-1000 words.

POSTERS: Posters should address one of the seven sessions listed below.
1. Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation
2. Computer Graphics, Media and Animation
3. Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Security
4. Data Stewardship, Analytics, Visualization and IoTs
5. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) - Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
7. E-Health and Universal Health Coverage

LEARN MORE: https://datatin.net/vizafrica-conference-and-symposiun/

CONTACT: info@datatin.net

REGISTRATION: https://vizafrica.jkuat.ac.ke
But that's not all! Our conference isn't just about presentations. We're hosting a **five-day summer school training**.

**DIVE DEEP!**

into topics like Data Management, Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning, Robotic Process Automation, Data Analytics, Data Visualization, and the Internet of Things.

It's the **WEEKEND!!**, just before **VizAfrica 2024** ignites your learning journey.

We've got something extraordinary planned for you!!

**CHECK OUT** our Excursion Packages and accommodations:

https://datatin.net/vizafrica-conference-and-symposiun/

**REGISTRATION:** [https://vizafrica.jkuat.ac.ke](https://vizafrica.jkuat.ac.ke)

**CONTACT:**

info@datatin.net